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Action Legion is a mouse-controlled, single-player war game on the PC and Mac with
comparable similarities to classics such as Cannon Fodder. Fight your way through waves of
enemies using an array of weapons, destroy enemy structures and bases, and defeat tough
boss fights in this classical single-player epic! In Action Legion, you step in to the role of a
Legion Captain. Start your planetary invasion and defeat the evil forces of the infamous

Prognati, who have been wreaking havoc and causing torment to the local, peaceful tribes of
the planet PN MDCVIII. Once a luscious paradise, now stripped of its original beauty and turned

into an enslaved mining dystopy by the Prognati, your mission is to rid the planet and its
people of the Prognati menace, once and for all! You start on a distant outpost, and have to
complete several missions to raise resources and build a new base for the invasion of the

Prognati. Five chapters await you, each with its own storyline to overcome, its own thrilling
battle situations to explore and its own challenges to overcome. Be aware though, once you
start, there is no turning back. Your base-buildings are important, and the only time you can
save them is between missions. Your main enemies are the Prognati forces, tenacious and

always hungry for fresh conquest. They can attack your base, but they also can lay waste to
your very expensive facilities. Traps, turrets, radar installations and structures can be used to
distract the Prognati, and you can build these yourself to increase your chances of survival.

And when you get to the end of a mission, you will have to face the challenge of a boss battle.
Action Legion offers a wealth of different weapons and tactics, ranging from complete

fanaticism, using only the most powerful available weapons and to a tactical approach, which
takes advantage of all the possibilities for base and structure defence, and which makes use of

traps, turrets and other devices. Key features: • Mouse-controlled – you direct your troops
where to go and where to shoot! • Completely different enemies – the task is to fight all types
of Prognati – from insect-like soldiers and huge spider-like crawlers to very dangerous beasts.

• Several missions – five chapters in all, each with its own story line and original battle
situations. • Dynamic tactics – each campaign offers different missions which require you to

use different strategies. You can solve the missions in a pure

Action Legion Features Key:
Play with people through the power of shared gaming. Play action legion game now!

Support creation of and membership in groups at any level. Currently, there are 3 MEMBER
SINCE THE PUBLISH OF THE GAME

Use your emoji to chat in.
Perform challenges to gain gifts.

Earn rewards and reach goals by doing reach goals.
Earn achievements.
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Wage warfare in 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, and free for all.

Action Legion Test Flight

Based on the success of social apps, there are enough users in the alpha. Apple says more than the
15 million it pulled off the first iPhone. 

The goal is to create more creators to join. As in the case of hip-hop, we need a large enough hip-hop
first or second hand to become passionate about.

iOS, Android, Web and Mac Play

✓✓✓✓✓✓

✓

There are different rules for iOS and Android users. 

✓

Android requires that the user remembers the answers. iOS is like card games based.

Sketchfab can be used with all input types at a $ 5.99.

Run a multiplayer game at home for free.

Action Legion Game

There are some rewards if you complete missions. For example, by using the hunting goods until
January 8th, you can obtain the Alliance Weapons package
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